
At the level of family we also receive all of the

spoken and unspoken messages about how to view

the world around us. It is a complex ‘giving and

receiving’ of cultural and family norms that set

the filters through which we interpret life —

‘reality’ as we see it, and to which we begin to

bring our own free will and begin to make our

own choices. Of course, the choices we feel we can

even make are often predetermined for us by the

norms of the environment in which we have been

raised. In this sense, ‘freedom’ is a relative term,

and some people spend a lifetime trying to get

beyond strict family and cultural norms, to grow

into their own freedom to choose, without guilt

and fear of being ostracised or abandoned by their

closest social group. For others it is easier. Because

of their own personalities, and probably their

early experiences, these people are able to fully

exercise their freedom to choose without being

affected unduly by the people around them or

existing social norms. They are able to bring

independent thought to their circumstances and

to exercise their free will with a degree of

confidence and security that many others of us do

not have, or are not able to exercise in a

consistent way. 

Organisational culture is a difficult concept

and one that has been viewed with

scepticism by a society still under the strong

influence of Cartesian philosophy where only

things that can be measured are regarded as ‘real’

and worthy of our attention. When he wrote ‘I

think, therefore I am’, René Descartes was seeking

a base line for what was ‘real’ and could be

trusted, long before visibility ceased to be the test

of reality. Most of us now realise that just because

something is not visible, does not mean that it

cannot have enormous implications for the things

that are visible and that we can measure! 

Organisational culture is one of those things.

It is a complex interdependent mix of the

individual, the collective, and of context, beliefs

and actions. As such it has a powerful influence on

the way in which we see ourselves, others and the

world. It also has huge implications for the

effectiveness of organisations and risk

management. Systems and processes, law and

policy will only get us so far. 

To succeed, we need to be able to harness

human endeavour effectively to get the most from

our people. Thus group behaviour needs to be

understood so we can develop the cultures we

want and need.

Individual development

Human beings are social creatures. Most of us seek

human contact and interaction as a basic need

and as a foundation for our movement out into

the world in a healthy and fulfilling way. One

does not need to be a psychologist to understand

that our first encounter of social interaction, our

experience of our parents and families, is

extremely important in developing our primary

understanding of ourselves in relationship with

others, and in a group. At this level, we all

experience (maybe without ever actually

understanding) the dynamics of groups, their

effects upon us as individuals and, conversely, our

ability to affect the group in return.

Corporate culture — moving 
from individuals to the 
collective

A P P L I E D  C O R P O R AT E  G O V E R N A N C E Key Issues

By Jane Walton, Director, The Walton Group Pty Ltd

• Organisational culture an amalgam of
interdependent personalities of
individuals and the collective

• Too often is power ceded to chairman 
or CEO, without instructions from the
group on expectations

• Leaders’ actions much more important 
to culture than words
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This is also the background against which our

ethical barometers are calibrated as we consciously

and subconsciously sense our way through our

relationships and interactions with others. What

we see as ‘obligations’ or duties that cannot be

questioned, good manners, and right conduct, are

all learned within the training ground of our first

experiences of group social life, the family and its

wider social circle. I often use the concept of the

village in teaching because it is at this small group

level that people fully understand the concept of

ethics. It is where they actually feel empathy and

the interconnectedness with others that demands

response — unless of course they lack any sense of

‘fellow feeling’, even at this level. In that case they

and, more particularly, the people around them,

are in trouble! Working with a sociopath, someone

who is without conscience, is something no one

forgets and there seem to be a lot of them out

there. Some would say that they flourish within

the modern corporation and often end up in

charge!

The reality is that

most of us probably fall

somewhere between

these two extremes of

being too influenced by

those around us or not

being connected

enough. A significant

part of our journeys in

life is attempting to

find a balance through

which we are able to maintain our freedom to

explore our own individuality and independence

but, at the same time, also accept the limitations

to that freedom that are the inevitable part of a

commitment to meaningful work and

relationships. 

The collective

None of this is news to us in the context of our

intimate relationship. However, how many people

also take this awareness into their business

relationships, their understanding of leadership,

and into the work groups, boardrooms and

organisations of which they are a part? The

individual, along with all their baggage, their

sense of self and self-knowledge, their beliefs and

behaviours, is the first element in the mixture that

is to become an organisational or group culture. It

is like a mosaic made up of tiny individual pieces

of coloured glass, each taking its place to form a

picture that is more than the sum of the parts.

However, the completion, even beauty, of that

picture requires each small piece to be able to fit

successfully with those around it while

maintaining its own individual colour and shape.

The ability to fit in is essential and involves

finding an appropriate balance between the

individual and the collective which is not easy.

This uneasy balance requires emotional and

social intelligence, in particular empathy and self-

knowledge, unpacked for us more in recent years

by Daniel Goleman in his books Emotional

Intelligence (1995), The New Leaders (2002) and

Social Intelligence (2006). The phenomenon of

group culture, and the behaviours of individuals

within culture was, however, being studied many

years ago. In the context of a psychiatric hospital

in the years following World War Two, Wilfred

Bion began noticing mysterious behavioural

phenomena associated with the groups of

returned servicemen he was treating which he

recognised as subconscious primitive mental

processes. In the Washington-based Tavistock

Conferences, Bion studied the behaviour of large

and small groups, and what occurred as

participants moved

from ‘individual’ to

‘group’. For individuals

to become a group, he

said they had to be

joined together around

a task, something

which we experience

every day in the

workplace. 

Bion’s central thesis

was that in every group

there are actually two groups present, identified

around two different ways of behaving: the ‘work

group’ and what he termed, ‘the basic assumption

group’. The work group is that aspect of group

functioning which has to do with the real task of

the group. My interpretation of this is that Bion

was referring to the rational, adult aspect of the

group that is task-focused, ordered and functional.

The group tests its conclusions ‘with scientific

spirit, seeks knowledge, learns from experience

and constantly questions how it might best

achieve its goal’. This is clearly the ideal that we

seek in a top performing board of directors or

management team. 

Unfortunately, achieving the ideal is fairly rare

in organisational culture. As Bion said, ‘Man

seems to be a herd animal who is often in trouble

with the herd!’1

We can all attest to the fact that groups often

behave in a way which is contradictory and

ineffective. It is this aspect of group behaviour

that Bion attributed to the ‘basic assumption

group’. The term ‘basic assumption’ comes from

the fact that the group’s behaviour flows from the
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the mixture that is to become an
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subconscious ‘assumption’ of a given reality that

underpins the way in the group operates. By

observing the behaviour of groups or cultures, Bion

was able to tease out the tacit or subconscious

assumptions that were operating within the group

or culture as distinct from those which are overtly

expressed. Tacit assumptions flow from the emotional

state of the group and particularly arise in times of

stress. This is informed by all of the fears, anxieties

and subconscious beliefs held by individuals in the

group. The important issue is that both types of

behaviours (or groups) exist at the same time: the

rational work group and the

subconscious or emotional basic

assumption group with either one

of them manifesting in behaviours

at any given moment.

The realisation that there is a

subconscious reality happening

with a culture of group has

enormous implications for

understanding the seemingly

inconsistent and often irrational

behaviours that can be observed in

organisations. Bion identified

several types of basic assumptions

such as the ‘dependency’ and ‘fight

or flight’ assumptions. The

dependency group, for example,

looks to the leader for security and

protection. This may sound far-

fetched to a commercial mind but it

is a phenomenon that I see quite

often in environments such as

boards and executive groups. 

What happens is that the

members of the group

subconsciously give all of their

individual power and their

individual responsibility to the

chairman or the chief executive.

What we see then is a lack of

critical thinking or sufficient testing

of the leader’s thoughts or actions,

silence in board or executive

meetings, and a failure on the part

of members to take sufficient personal responsibility

for the work or dynamics of the group. Conversely

when the leader fails to fulfil the expectations of the

group, it will turn against them in a fairly dramatic

fashion.

In one particularly difficult board with which I

worked, the members accused the chairman of not

answering the questions they had, although they

hadn’t actually ever asked those questions in the

first place! The chairman was supposed to just know

what the members of the board needed and ensure

that their needs were met. When he failed they

sacked him without notice, failing to ever

acknowledge their own responsibility in the whole

board dynamic. 

The person who is attributed with coining the

phrase, ‘corporate culture’, Edgar Schein,2 also looks

at assumptions, along with espoused values and then

behaviours, as the important three levels of

corporate culture. In particular, he focuses on the

role of the leader in determining corporate culture

through their behaviours. For example, what the

leader pays attention to, measures and controls on a

regular basis, how they react to critical

incidents and crises, and how they

allocate scarce resources or distribute

rewards, promotions and status, all

sends powerful unspoken messages that

informs the culture that develops. It is

not what the leader says but what he or

she actually does that is important here

in indicating what is really important or

valued in an organisation. The

implications for corporate codes of

values or ethics are clear. 

The latest research

The potential effects of individual

behaviour, especially the behaviour of

those who are leaders, on corporate

culture has now been shown to be even

more tangible than either Bion or Schein

imagined. For example, Daniel Goleman

and Richard Boyatzis outline some of

the research in the emerging field of

social neuroscience.3 At its core, what it

reveals is that not only do good leaders

exhibit empathy and become attuned to

others, but that their own and their

followers’ brain chemistries are affected

as well! So rather than conscious and

subconscious reactions between leader

and follower, it appears that brains

actually become fused into a single

system.

Imagine where this research might

lead in terms of our understanding of

who should lead our organisations! Goleman and

Boyatzis say that they believe ‘that great leaders are

those whose behaviour powerfully leverages the

system of brain interconnectedness’. They go on to

speak of social intelligence as the set of ‘interpersonal

competencies built on specific neural circuits (and

related endocrine systems) that inspire others to be

effective’.4 The message is clear: if you want to

become a leader with the appropriate ‘social

circuitry’, begin with the hard work of changing

your own behaviour.
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each one of us does,

how we see the

world and behave,
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including their

ethical judgments

and thinking skills, is

essential for the

long-term success of

an organisation.
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What conclusions can be drawn?

When we, as individuals, move into a group, we

bring our own self-understanding, worldview and

behaviours. If the group is relatively small, such as

in a board, there will be a visible interchange

between the group and each individual which will

affect the culture of the group. In larger groups,

the effect may not be so visible but it will still

occur. This will depend on our own individual

personalities and the

personality or culture of the

group and on the roles that we

adopt. If we take up a

leadership role, as Schein,

Goleman and Boyatzis point

out, the potential for us to

affect the culture is enormous.

The point is that the

individual is the basic unit

within culture and what each

one of us does, how we see the

world and behave, matters.

Getting the right people and

ongoing development of their

emotional intelligence,

including their ethical

judgments and thinking skills

around the desired

organisational values and

behaviours, is essential for the

long-term success of an

organisation. This is especially

crucial for the organisation’s

up-and-coming leaders.

Consider the cost/benefit scenario — the cost

of cultural development against the risks of doing

nothing. On the cost side is ever more detailed

and complicated compliance systems to try to

second-guess human creativity in constantly

finding new ways to do the wrong thing! Also the

potential that you might, one day and usually

through a crisis in the form of some discovered

corruption or other scandal, find yourself

confronted by the knowledge that your

organisational culture, and its underlying values,

is completely at odds with the commonly

accepted values and worldviews of external

stakeholders and the general public. 

Good examples of this phenomenon have

been witnessed in Australia in the cases of James

Hardie and its approach to asbestosis sufferers,

and also AWB Limited in the way in which it

handled the United Nations Oil for Food Program.

In both cases the unexamined internal values of

the company were found to be at odds with

public values resulting in enormous loss of

corporate reputation. International examples are

many. Most recently Siemens International, the

prominent energy and engineering company, has

paid billions of euros in fines and compliance

costs since widespread bribery was uncovered.

Civil actions against the former executives, who

actually did the right thing of uncovering and

disclosing the corruption are now proceeding on

the basis that they were responsible for the culture

that supported the corruption in the first place!

On the benefit side is the knowledge

that you are building a stronger and

stronger governance system with a

culture underpinned by clear and well

understood values and strong ethical

and strategic thinking skills at every

level of the organisation, supported

rather than bound up by an appropriate

level of rules and policies.

It begins with each one of us, as

individuals, and the behaviours that we

bring to our workplace. Everyone,

especially those in positions of

leadership, must take responsibility for

honest self-reflection and, where

necessary, change. A good question for

us all to begin asking is: what message

does this decision or this behaviour send

to those around me about what really

matters around here? Closing the gap

between espoused values and what

actually happens isn’t easy. Nelson

Mandela said ‘it is easier to change a

nation than it is to change ourselves!’,

but this is what is required. We are human after

all and pretty faulty in all sorts of ways. But it

begins with those at the top, first understanding

why it is important, and second, approaching the

issue with an honest intention to model the

necessary values. From that point it is all about

practice! 

Jane Walton can be contacted on (02) 9518 4477 or

via email at jane.walton@thewaltongroup.com.au. 
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Getting the right

people and ongoing

development of their

emotional intelligence,

including their ethical

judgments and

thinking skills around

the desired

organisational values

and behaviours, is

essential for the long-

term success of an

organisation.


